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CHAPTER I

IHTRODUCTIOI
The death experience of each individwtl human being is a persistent
embarrassment to the philosopf\y of progressive evolutionism which dominates
American life.

The believer of this philosop\v mu.st pretend that the

collective desti:oT which it extrapolates tor the l:mman species ia some how hie

own.

In this pretense, innately aware that his own individual dignity demanda

an individual destiny, such a believer can only falsely deny his own death.
The true dcial of death which bis entire nature seeks can be found only in the
Ruurrection ot Jesus Christ.
Since a dying man does not fulfill the expectations ot our society, those
around him are likely to experience and conmmnicate to him a sense of
frustration and failure.

Even if a person has not .fallen victim to society's

false denial of death, the susceptibility of the medical profession to such
denial ay lessen his opportunit.r to continue bis resistance to it as a

patient.
The attitudes a p}\ysician brings to thl deathbed may well be inf'lua'loed. by

bis belief about, and extent of willing conscious awareness ot, the inevitable

eventuali tr' of death.

Refieotion on death has been seen as critical to the

well-being of both doctor and patict, since a doctor's greater tear ot death

1

2

tends to be accompanied by his avoidance ot dying patients. 1

His very

motivation in entering medicine--the desire to help patients get well-is
likely to prejudice him against care of the dying.

Medical students 1

overemphasis on tangible results, since it foreshadows inevitable frustration,
is a sharp challenge to medical educators. 2 The doctor who has faced and ha.a
humbly come to terms w1 th his own fear of death is able to engage in honest
dialogue with a patient who is trying to do the same but need.8 his eupport.3
It is in a function-centered society, which is denying the presence of
evil within itselr, that the medical stm.ent :18 called to the practice of
direct dealing with plVaical eVil.4 Moreover, hie en·f'ironment does not

encourage honest renection on this predicament.

Certainq the experienoel? of

medical practice, bringing together as they do the most highly technical and
deeply personal aspects of hmnan life, demand that a p'b3'sician be a person
renection.

or

Refiection helps a person transcend experience and rise gradually

to a realization that he is not bis

own.>

He only can accept evil at its wOJ'llt

who ultimately accepts God at His best.

lttrs Death's Sting ?harper for the Doctor?• Medical World !fews, Oct. 6,

1967, P• 77.
2Robert ~. Ort, Amasa B. Ford, Ralph E. Liske, and Evan G. Pattiabal.l,
Jr. 1 "Expectation and Experience in tbe Reactions ot Medical Students to
Patients with Chronic Illness," Journal of Medical Education, XL (Sept.., 1965),
840-9 •

.lneanor Post1ewait Green, "How Can We Help the Dyingf" Consultant, June,

1967, pp. 46-8.
boabriel Marcel,, The Philoe®& of Existentialism (New York:

Press, 1968), p. 48.

5James Colline, The Existentialists (Chicago1

1952), P• 152.

The Citadel

Henry Regnery Company,

A society, like an individual, tae a preconceived imge of itself which it
tends to enhance and protect by a process ot selection and dt:tnial.

The

dominant or core value system which helps to define the image of our American

society has its roots in religious and political history. With the early

migrations from Western Europe came cultural trellis toward rationality in
science and theology and in mastery of self and environment to bring about the
lingdom

or God

on earth.

The prevailing Calvinist doctrine stressed active

mastery and concern for this world, leaving little room for any influence ot
human

will or faith or meditation or obedience to bring about spiritual union

with God. Attainment ot worldlJ" success was considered a sign ot eternal
dest::i.JV.

Such 8\lccess in individual.istic enterprises replaced regard for the

beauty of inner spirit.
in oneself.

The reason of things came to be sought fer oneself and

One's social salvation, judgment and

re~ard

by the industrial.

society, baf!I become the secular parallel to immortalit.TJ and social Darwinism,
survival of the fittest, bas become the secular statement of C&lvinist

predestination.6 Both heaven and evil are denied in the name of Christianity,
and the de--phasis on reflective thought results in a greater soaking up of
environmental values.
The value system resulting from these basic trends in American socie'GY
~uite

naturally concludes that everything can be explained and that nothing

transcends the limits of lman Wlderstanding.
~eatb

is considered "purely natural.•

In such a system the 1113'Bter;J'

This proud world of function perceives

6nona1d G. Mciinle7, "The Ethos of Industrial America," Society and
Education: A Book of Readirurs, ed. by Robert J. Ha.vig hurst, Bernice L.
Neugarten, am Jacqueline M.. Falk: (Bostonc Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1967) 1

PP• 54-60.

or

4
itself' as full of problems wbioh it ean eventually solve.

Such a world has no

room tor uveteries to be renected upon, and death is one or the great

ntfSteriee Of man's existenoe.7
The purpose or this present stuq is to attempt to observe beliefs about
death and immortality in students of different religious backgrourxis as they
progress through mdical education in a Catholic institution.

It is hoped that

such a study can ofter insight into some particular cultural infiuences either
.fostering or threatening tba.t Christian belief which renders the false denial
of death urmeeessary and irrelevant.
One author concluded to the desirabilit,' of such a longitudinal studl' of

changes in belief from freshman to smior year.

Responses to bis survey of

senior medical students• religious beliefs included reference to death.

He

asked seniors whether there had been any change in thair religious beliefs
during medical school, whether during that time any religious oonfiicts had

been intensified or lessened, and what were

too

bases of their belief's.

He

also asked whether their undergraduate college educat.ion had affected their

beliefs, whether thty felt there was a conflict between religion aRi science,
and what major religious problems they had.

Protestant, ll percent Jewish, oni7

Tl» sample was about 7$ percent

5 percent

Catholic,

am

9 percent other. 8

To tbs question about the basis o.f belier, halt gave a subjective answer,
emphasizing their need to explain what they did not understand, especially

fears and questions about death.

The other half' gave the objective answer

7Ma.rcel, op. cit., P• 13.
8James A. Inight, "A Study of Religious Beliefs and Attitudes of Senior
Medical Students," Journal ot Medical Education, I.llVI (NOY., 1961) 1 1$57-64.

that their belief was based on divine revelation.
of u:ndergradua te college on religious belier,

35

To the question about effect
percent said it strengthened.

and 30 percent said it weakened belief; 22 percent reported no effect.

Those

who said their belief improved in college tended to emphasize that it
progressed from blind obedience to reasoning accept.a.nee. When asked atout

changes during tnedical school, the Catholics and Baptists tended to respond
that their beliefs had been firmly fixed and that there had been no change aid

Protestants other than Baptist tended to responi tha. t they bad

no confiict.

become more religious but had also experienced more conflict.

Mast Christians

stated, however, that there was no conflict between religion and soience,
whereas Jewish students were divided half and half on this question.9

or

the entire sample, 6o percent expressed persooal commitment to

religious faith and stated they felt it an important part in the
role.

For

positive.

50

p~ician•s

percent medical training seemed to make religious belief more

<:nly

4 percent said it made

them lese religious.

Several raised the

ques-tion of how a good God can permit so much suffering in the world.

•aid they bad a greater unierstanding

or lite

Many

and death through medical

education and of the role played by religion in helping man adjust to thoughts
or deathJ they expressed a feeling or being closer to ultimate things.10

Two thirds of these students said they enjoyed respoming to the

!Cluestionnaire.

To some it revealed a vagueness of their own religious

concepts, to others the enjoy111ent of witnessing to belief, to others the peace
of a spiritual review, and to still others the relief of confessing lack of

9Ib1d., PP• 1559-61.
lO Thid-

&

nn •

1 "61•2 •

6
faith.

Qle third stated they did not enjoy answering the questionnaire; they

felt resentment, contusion, or limitation of e:xpression. 11
The problem

or facing

up to death in a technological death-denying culture

led Dr. Elisabeth lttbler Ross, a psychiatrist, to develop a seminar program in
which the dying teach medical and theological students, nurses, and social
workers about death.12 Dr. Ross contrasts the perverse death-denying outlook
in American society with the outlook in Europe 1 where death is talked about and

not hidden from children. 1 3 ~he describes five successive stages or levels of
death; the last of' these is acceptance, characterized by passivity and slow,
peaceful detachment from the

world.14

The data on medical students• beliefs employed in the present
investigation were obtained from a longitudinal study on attitudes toward
cancer.15

'l'he opinion scale on death to be ueed in this stuczy- was included in

the Cancer Attitude SurYey (OAS) administered to medical students at .freshman

orientation and again toward the end of sophomore year, since results of a
previous study had implicated attitudes toward death in

S01118

doctors' attitudes

toward ca.noer. 16 The subjects of the parent etudJ', from twelve classes

11 Ibid., PP•

1S63-4.

12The New World {Chicago), Nov. 28, 1969 1 p. 9.
13chicago ~-Times, Oct. 16, 1969, p. 66.

lh"Ou.t of Darkness,"

.!!!!!•

Oct. 101 1969, P• 60.

l5Harold B. Haley, Isabel R. Juan, and Jean F. Gagan, "Factor-Analytic
!Approach to Attitude c.eale Construction," Journal of Medical Education, XLIII

(March, 1968), 331-6.

~onald Oken, "What to Tell Cancer Patients: A ~tuey of Medical
Attitudes," Journal of the American Medical Association, CLIXV (April, 1961),
1120-8.
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representing seven medical schools, will be retested as seniors and as
pl'zy'sicians on three CAS opinion scales derived by means of factor analysis.

GAS Factor III 18 the scale exploring beliefs about death.
This study analyzes the Factor III responses of 128 meabers of t be 1971
classes of two mid.western Catholic medical schools, 68 at School A and 60 at
School B.

Students were tested at freshman orientation in tall, 1967 1 and

retested as sophomores in spring, 1969.

Vmances will be observed among

Catholic students of different educational backgrounds and Protestant and
Jewish students as to scale scores and test-retest changes.
Group results on eleven unscaled Cancer Attitude

~vey

statements relat.ed

to the theme of this study will be reported by percentages; test-retest results
will be included where changes are observed.

CHAPTER II
INSTRUMENT

Factor III of the Cancer Attitude Survey (OAS) axploree belief in
acceptance ot and preparation for death and in immortality as individual,

personal existence after death.

The eight statements ot this aoale are

interspersed among the total of 52 CAS statements related to care ot cancer
patients and doctors' attitudes toward them (Appendix).

Responses are on a

l-to-9 continuum ranging from absolute disagree119nt to absolute agreement.
Tm Factor III atatements bad been selected by distributional and factor

analysea of pl\rsicians' responses to about thirv statements on this aubject
selected by the investigators from an original pool of abo\3 a lmndred wch
statements gleaned from oral and writ ten remarks of ptQ'8icians and students
17
and from literature, experience, and knowledge.
Thi proposition under~
a high sccre on this scale is a "Eveeyone must accept and live with death."

~umber of

A

the statemnts were suggested by a pqohiatric symposium. 18 A work

edited by a pl'JY'chologist was also used as backgroum material. 19

17Haley Juan, and Gagan, op. cit.
1
18aroup for the Advancement of Psychiatry, Death and Dyings Attitudes
Patient and Doctor, S;rmposi~ No. 11 (New York, 1965).

ot

19Herman Feifel, ed., The Meaning of Death (New York a McGraw-Hill Book

Company, Inc., 1959).

6

9
Frequency distributions of responses by 96 peysicians given the CAS in
1968 showed the Factor III statements to be of wiequal stimulus weights and to

elicit different patterns of response.

It was therefore eonsidered advisable

to derive scale values better qualitatively suited to the subjects than the
infiexible quantitative 1-to-9 scoring pat.tern.

A method. of dichotomized

scoring wa.s considered feasible for mare sensitive discrimination between high
and low scorers on the Factor III scale. 20 Statement weights were obtained
from response distributions of the criterion group of 96 peysicians by
Thurstone•s method of successive intervals. 21 Then nine response weights for
each eta.tement, to be superimposed on the l-to-9 continuum, were obtained by
applying Guilford' s adaptation of the Phi coefficient. to the upper and lower

50 percent of

the p't\v&icians' i ..to-9 summation scores on Factor III.

The new

weight given each response is equivalent to the product of these statement and
response weights. A constant was added to make all scores positive.

The score

on the opinion scale is the sum of these weighted produots.22
The statements comprising Factor III, with statement weights in descending
order, are shown in Table 1. When reeponse weight was combined with statement
weight,

tm

sixth sta teant moved up

to third rank because ot strong absolute

disagreement by high scorers; the other statements remained in the eame order.
The unequal-interval continua resulting trom combined statement and response

20illen L. Edwards, Techniaues of Attitude Scale Construction (New Yorks
IA.ppleton-Century-Crotts, Inc., l951J 1 PP• 120-4H.

2la. J. A. Rimoldi and M. Hornaeche, "The Law or Comparative Judgment in
the Successive Intervals and Graphic Rating Scale Methods," Psychometrika, IX

(Dec., 1955), 307-18.
22J. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book
Co..._.....,. • Inc.• 1954). PP .414::()9.

10
weight.a ranged from a l-to-7 span for the first- and second-ranked stat.EmBnte

to a 2-to-5 51>an for the statement ranking last.

TABLE 1
STATEMJ!NT WEIGHTS FOR FACTOR III

Statement

Weight

To be real is tic a man has to accept that he cannot exist after
death.

10590

1.566

*

There is a possibility of a heautif'ul death for the cancer
patient.

*

Those patients who are terminal and have not realized it should
be told so that they can prepare spiritually for death.

1.185

A person soould live out his life without concerning himself that

death will come.

1.120

A man can be happily reconciled to belief in his own nonexistence

after death.

1.114
1.079

A person's immortality consists in lingering on in some way
through material goods, example, reputation, offspring.

* By

detach.men t from the things of this world a person can have a
more real and effective relationship with others and a readiness
for death.
The dying patient has to be kept happy since he has nothing to

1.1..000

look forward to.

*

Statement favorable to belief in personal immortality and to
acceptance of and preparation for death; agreement scores high.

T})a effect of the new scaling method is more sensitive discrimination
~tween

certain belief and wavering belief or doubt.

Among strong believers

there is little uncertainty--tha.t is, few scores in the original 4-to-6 range--

11

except on statenBnts of low stimulus weight.

!s a result, in the new method,

uncertainty scores very low on statements of high stimulus weight and rather
high on st.atements of low stimulus weight.

The rationale behind this scoring

s-ys tem :A.s use of the phy.'3ician judging group as a criterion since '..,he students
in the longitudinal study are becoming doctors and tl'E development of the

opinion scale was also based on a physician criterion.
The Factor III statements, which have been sh.nm empirically to form an
opinion scale on death, will not be analyzed separately.

scores of

te~t

Rather, swnmation

groups will be compared by analysis of variance in a series of

factorial designs.

Responses of test groups to eleven other separate but

related CAS statements will then be shown in percentage comparisons.

CHAPTER III
ANA.LYSES
On a questionnaire accompanying

tte Cancer Attitude Survey the students

were asked, "How much importance do you think religion has in a person's life?"

Response choice was "Very much," "Some," "A little," or "None."

Tte objective

orientation of the Catholic toward his faith usually prompts the response "Very
much," a projection based on the conviction that ti'B Catholic faith is true for
everyone whether he has received it or not.

Groupings of Catholic subjects

according to educational background will take into consideration their
perception

or

religion as revealed in response to this question.

Table 2 shows the subject groupings, group designations, and numbers in
School A and School B.

Although it •Y reasonably be ex:pecte4 that the samples

from the two midwestern Catholic medical schools are from the same population,
except in the case or tl'e very small Groups II(2) and II(3) the schools are
considered separately in tl'e experimental design to eliminate from the error
term any possible difference between them.

The Catholic subjects are from the

Middle West, with the following exceptions.
and

4 in

In Group I, 5 students in School A

School B are from the East; one in School B is from the South.

Group II(l) 1

4

students in each school are :from the East.

In

Three of the 10

students in each of Groups II(2) and II{3) are from the East.
Desirable for this study are comparisons between religious groups 1 between
test and retest results, and between schools.

12

The data are adaptable to five

13
factorial designs:

Catholic Gro 1p I (Table J)
2 factorss school and test-retest
1

Catholic Groups I and II (Table 4)
2 factors: group and test-retest
Catholic Groups II(2) and II(J) (Table 5)
2 .factors: group and test-retest
Catholic Group II(l) and Protestant Group (Table 6)
3 fact.ors: ~chool, te~t-rete8t, and religion
Catholic II(l), Prot.estant, and Jewish Groups (Table 7)
3 factorsz school, test-retest, and religion
TABI.E ?.
~UDJECT GRCXJPING~

Student Designation
~;ehool

Numbers
A ~chool B

Totals

Catholic
I

Catholic college
Religion of very much importance

21

21

42

11

11

22

8

~

10

6

4

10

Protestant

11

11

22

Jewish

11

11

68

60

II(l) Catholic college

Religion of some importance
II(2) Catholic high seh:>ol
fjecular college
II(J) Secular high schoo1

1;\ecular college

Totals

.

22

128

Scattergrams revealed no clear proportional relationship between the

standard deviation and the mean or its square or between the variance, and the
mean or its aquare in any of the designs described above.

'l'he ratio of the

highest to lowest variance in each set of data was within the limits

or

2
homogeneity required for analysis of variance. 3

The highest possible score on Factor III is

Scores of the 128 subjects ranged from

49,

the lowest possible 17.

48 to 19. Descriptions

of subjects

preceding each table are based on the questionnaire administered with the CAS

at their .freshman orientation in fall, 1967. The tables show the mean scores
(M) and standard. deviations (SD) descriptive of each factorial design, with
sults of the analysis of variance following.
The

42

Group I subjects (Table 3) were young men between tte ages of 20

d 23. All but 3 in School A and
~chool

4 in

School B had bachelor's degrees.

A and 6 in School B attended secular high school.

ere marriedJ all the rest were single.

()le

Three in School B

In School 1 1 18 were from a big city

r suburb and ) from sna.ller cities; in f\chool B, 9 were from a big city or

burb, 9 from smaller cities, and .3 from towns.

l'..
TABLE 3
GROUP I (CATHOLIC COLLEGE, RELIGION OF VERY MUCH IMPCRTANCE)
SCHOJL AND TEST-RETEAT OOMPARISON8 ON FACTOR III

Retest •69

Test 1 67
M
SD

&:hool

37.86

M

N

~

S.29

(21,

35.81

B

5.6o

(21

Analysis of variance of tbs data of Table 3 revealed no significant

difference between schools. between test and retest. or between interactions OJ
school and teat-retest.

The only F ratio greater than unity was in the overalJ

test-retest comparison. but this value
required for significance at the

42

5

or 1.78 fell

percent level.

far short of the 3.96
It 1nQY' be concluded that tl'M

Catholic students who attended Catholic college and perceived religion to bE

very

~ortant

did not differ by medical school attemed nor change

significantly from freshman to sophomore year in their belief in personal
immortality and in acceptance of death.

Their average is high on the· Factor

III opinion scale.

It may be noted from the standard deviations shown in

Table J that

B widened its opinion spread considerably on the retest.

In Table

~chool

4,

all

42

subjects in Group I are compared with all

Group II with regard to test and retest.
below.

42

in

'lbe Group II subgroups are described

J.O

The 22 Group II(l) subjects were between the ages of 20 and 2h and
included one woman student in each school.

All had bachelor's degrees except

for 2 in

~cmol

school.

cne in School A was married; all the rest were single.

A.

Three in flchool A and 2 in School B attended secular high
In School A,

7 were from a big city or euburb 1 3 from smaller cities, ard. one from a townJ
in School B,

S were from

a big city or suburb and 6 from smaller cities.

These

students from Catholic collegee perceived religion as of only some importance;
one in School B marked "A little" in response to this question.
The 10 Group II(2) subjects were between 20 and
Two had no bachelor's· degree.

Two were married.

24

and included one woman.

Of these Catholic students

who attended Catmlic high school and secular college, S perceived religion as
veey important, 3 marked •some,n and 2 marked ".A little.•
city or suburb,

4 from

Six were f'rom a big

smaller cities.

Tm 10 Group II(3) subjects were young men between 20 and 24.
bachelor's degree, and 2 were married.

or

()le bad no

these Catholic students who attended

secular high school and secular college, 2 perceived religion as verr

7 marked

"Some,"

and one marked "A little.•

importan~

Three came f'rom a big city or

suburb, S from small cities, and 2 from towns.

17
TABLE

4

GROUP I (CATHOLIC COLI.EGE, RELIGION OF VERr MUCH IMPORtANCE) AND
GROUP II (CATHOLIC COLLEGE, REI.ID ION OF SOME IMPORTANCE; OR !!',ECULAR COLLFJJE)
GROUP AND TEST-RETEST COMPARISONS ON FACTOR III

Group

Test 1 67
M

I

37.12

II

31.9)

SD

Retest 169

M

SD

35.64

5.45

I

(42)
(42)

Highly' significant difference {p<.001), indicated b;y an F ratio

or

40.21,

was found between scores of Groups I and II, the latter s oow~ less belief in
personal imlnortality and in acceptame of death (Table

4).

A.lso significant,

at the S percent level, was the overall test-retest difference.

While for

Group I the drop from test to retest bad been found not significant in Table J,
here the eonttisteney of the pattern in both groups, combined with

of freedom for error, revealed a significant difference.

164 degrees

The JP ratio for

interaction was again less than unit,., indicating that the test-retest

difference was the same in both groups.

It may be concluded that Catholics in

general tmded to score lower on Factor III as sophomores than thev did as
fresllnen.

On both test and retest, however, Catholics from Catholic colleges

who perceived religion ae very iq>crtant manifested far stronger belief in
immortali tu than those who perceived religion as ot only som importance or who
attended secular colleges.

Table

5

shows test-retest comparisons between Groups II{2) and II{J) t.o

observe whether any effect of Catholic high school could be noted in Factor IIJ
scores of Catholics from secular colleges.

Since there a.re only 10 students

in each group, medical sehoole could not be compared 1n this analyeis.

TABLE

S

GROUP II(2) (CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SECULAR COLLEGE) AND
GROUP II(J) {SECULAR HIGH SCHOOL, SE:CULAR COIJ.EGE)
GROUP AND

Group

TE~T-RETEST

Test

M

COMP.ARI00NS ON FACTOR III

•67

Retest 169

SD

M

N

SD

II{2)

31.70

,S.60

27.90

(10)

II(.3)

Jl.10

5.6)

28.20

(10)

The only F ratio greater than unity was J.31 for overall te;1t-retest
difference. While this clearly represents the trend found significant in
Table

4,

for

tre

data of Table S an F ratio

significance at the

S percent

level.

or

4.ll would be required for

!t may be concluded that there ia no

evidence attez:danee at Catholic high school made a difference in belief in
immortality in Catholics from secular colleges, that test-retest decrease
cannot be ascertained in this small sample, and that the groups did not differ

on test-retest comparison.
The 22 Group II(l) Catholics were selected for comparison wi. th the

Protestant group.

They are clearly representative of Group II (Table

4),

19
providing 4 of its highest and 6 of its lowest scorers.
of Group II(l) is 32.41 (SD 6.51); on retest

1

On test

67 the mean

1

69 it is 31.82 (SD 5.5$).

Table 6 shows tte three-factor design for comparison between Catholic Group
II(l) and the Protestant group on school, test-retest, and religion.
The Protestant subjects were young men from the Middle West, with the

exception of 2 in Scmol A and ) in School B who were from the West. Eight in
School A were 21, and 3 were 22.
ranging from 21 t.o

24,

'l'he School B group was a little old.er,

with only one 21 and ) over 22.

This age difference is

evident in the fact that, whereas all ll subjects in School B had bachelor's
degrees, 6 in School A did not.

Four in School B were arr:ied1 2 in School A.

Four Protestant students in School A perceived religion as very important, 6
marked 11 SOll8 1 " and one marked "A little."

"Ver.y much" and 6

•Sona."

Similarly, in Pchool B,

S marked

In School A, 8 were from a big city or suburb, 2

from small cities, and one from a town; in School B, 3 were from a big city or
suburb,

4

from smaller cities, and

4

from

towns.

TABLE 6

CATHOLIC GROUP II(l) (CATHOLIC COLLEGE, RELIGION OF ONLY SOME IMPORTANCE)

AND PRO'?ESTANT GROUP
SCHOOL! TEST-RETEST, AND J:m,IG I<lf COMPARISONS ON FACTOR III

Religious
GrOUJ?

eatmlic II(l)
Protestant

feet •67

Retest 169

School

M

SD

M

SD

A

30.73

6.36

B

34.09

6.So

30.91
)2.73

6.2s
4.88

(11)
(ll)

A
D

31.82
30.64

6.68

29.36

6.2s
5.04

(11)
(11)

s.22

31.18

N

20
No significant di.fferences were found in the factorial design shown in
Table 6.

cnJ.y the F ratios on comparisons between schools and beween tte two

relig10Ull groups were greater than unity, and these {l.J2 and 1.16 respective:i,-)

were f'ar short of the J.96 required for significance at the
There was no overall

~st-retest

difference.

S percent level.

No first-order interactions were

observetd between religion and school, religion and test-retest, or school and

test-retest; nor was there a second-order interaction between religion, school,
and test-retest.

It ma.y be inferred that in beliefs about death as observed by

Factor III the Catholic II{l) and Protestant groups do not differ; also, that

the Protestant group scores ve17 significantly lower than Catholic Group I.
Table 7 repeats the factorial design of Table 6 with. inclusion of the
Jewish group.

The Jewish subjects were young men from the Middle West, with

the exception of 2 in School A and S 1n School B wh.o were from t m last. Eight
in School A. were 20 or 21,· and 2 wen 22.

24,

with S between 20 and 21.

bachelor's degree.

In School B the age range wu 20 to

Four in School A and 2 in School B had no

ho in School B were marriedJ all the rest were singlB.

In

School A, 3 perceived religion as very important, S multed rtSotre," and 3 "A

little•1 similarly, in School B, ) "Ver,y much" and 8

•some...

In SChool A, 10

were from a big cit7 or suburb and one was trom a small cit7J in School B, 6
were trom a big city or suburb,

S from

smaller cities.

21

TABLE 7
CATHOLIC GROUP II{l) {CATHOLIC COLLEGE, RELIDION OF ONLY :SOME IMPORTflNCE)
Alll PROTE.STANT AND JEWISH GROUPR
SCHOOlt.I TEST-RETESTI AND RELIGION CC>iPARISONS ON FACTOR Ill

Religious
Group
Catholic II(l)

School
A

B
Protestant

A
B

Jewish

A
B

Test
H

•67
SD

Retest 1 69
SD
H

6.36

N

J0.73
34.09

6.50

30.91
32.73

6.25
h.88

(ll)

)l.82
30.64

6.68

6.25

$.22

29.36
31.16

5.04

(11)
(11)

25.27

2.49
J.9)

25.64

4.66
3.91

(ll)
(11)

25.73

27.36

{11)

Highly significant difference (p<..001), indicated by an F ratio of
was found between religious groups s lx>wn in Table 7.

15.97,

Since no difference was

found in Table 6 between the Catholic II(l) and Protestant groups, this
difference is obviously between Christian and Jewish subjects.

The

on~

other

F ratio greater than unity was tor diff'erenoe between scbools, but it was 2.07

aiid the ratio required for aignif'ioance at
was no test-reteet difference.

the

S percent

level is 3.92.

There

First-order interactions between religion and

school, religion and test-retest, and school and test-retest were absent, as

was &t\r second-order interaction between religion, school, and test-retest.
Results seEID to indicate Jewish disbelief in personal immortality and in
acceptance of and preparation for death, in comparison with belief of Christian
subjects.
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According to the results shown in Tables 3 to 7, Catholic 8Ubjects from
Catholic colleges who consider religion of very mu.ch importance l:ave strongest
belief in personal irlmortality and in acceptance of and preparation for death,
Jewish subjects

expre~e

score in between.

strong disbelief, and other Catholics and Protestants

Belief of Catholics tends to decrease somewhat during the

first two years of medical school.

Of the small number of Catholic subjects

from secular colleges, those who attended Catholic high school did not express
stronger belief than tnose who

a.tt~ded

secular high school.

ElevSl CA.S statements not included in Factor III relate to the theme of
tbie stut\r.

Four which elicit.ad diff,,renr,es of opinion between the tost groups

are shown in Tables 8 to 11.

The results shown for ea.ch group are test-retest

percentages of disagreemnt or agreement, whichever is indicated in the table
heading, based on the number ( N) in ttn.t group.
Results from t la criterion group of pqysicians are included for comparison
with the student grnu:pe of this study.

1'he

96

p}\ysicians tested in 1966 are

or

257 physicians also :includes
161 ot the <;>riginal CA8 criterion group tested in 1966. 24
tbos e referred to in Chapter II.

24HaJ.ey. Juan. and Gagan.

OD.

The total

cit ..

De

332.
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TABLE 8

DISAGREEMENT
STATEMENT1

PERC~TAGES

No one who realizes he is go~ to die in the near future can
remain in a state of mental. well-being.

Test •67

Retest 1 69

92
70

88

Protestant

86

91

(22)

Jewish

67

62

(22)

8)

84

(128)

Group Description
Catholic

OathOlic college
Secular college

Percentage of Total
Pl\Ysicians •66 & 168

70

Group

N

I & I!(l) (64)
(20)

II(2&3)

77

(257}

With the statement of Table 8, only Catholics from secular colleges had on

both test and retest a lower percentage of disagreenent than p}\ysicians •
Jewish

While

disagreement increased considerably on the retest, it did not reach a

percentage •s high as those on both test a.nd retest of Protestants and of
Catholics from Catholic colleges.
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TABLE 9
AGREEMENT PERCENTAGES
STATEMENTt

T~ cancer patient may consider hitnself fortunate to have ti.le to
prepare for death rather than having to face it amddenly.

Group Description

Test

1

67

•

Group

Retest 1 69

Oatholic

eatl'i01ic college
Religion of very much importance
Religion of son:a importance

83

76

I

75

II(l)
II(2$i.3)

(42)
(22)
(20)

45

64

Protestant

59

45

(22)

Jewish

45

)9

(22)

63

66

(126)

65

Secular college

Percentage of Total

Ptvsicians •66 le •68

68

(257)

()'). the statement of Table 9, Catholics f'rom Catholic colleges who

perceived religion as very important had the highest percentage of agreement,
followed by Catholics from secular colleges.

Those from Catholic colleges who

perceived religion as of only some importance, along with Protestant and Jewish
students, showed a low-er percentage of agreement than the pt\Ysicia:na.

TABLE 10
DISAGREEMENT PERCENTAG&S

Therapeutic attempts to control a cancer's progress should continue
tor as long as the patient can be kept alive.

STATEMENT1

Test 167

Group Description
Catholic
Catholic college

Retest

1

69

Group

I

is

Jh

$2

Protestant

23

36

(22)

Jewish

18

23

(22)

27

43

(128)

Secular college

45

I & II(l)

(64)

II(2&3)

(20)

/

Percentage of Total
Pl\YBicianB

68

57

1

(96)

In both schools disagreement increased from test to retest on the

statemant ot Table 10.

The Jll08t notable increase, not evident in the table,

was fran 9 to 73 percent in the School .A. group who lBd attended Cat.holie
college but considered religion of only sane importance.

Jewish students

showed the lowest percentage of disagreement and Catholics the highest,

not so high as that of the ptvsicians.

yet
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TABLE ll

DISAGREEMENT PERCDJTAGESi
STATEMENTS

not do well unless he has hope of recovery from
illness in this life.

A patient will

Group Description

Test •67

Retest 1 69

Group

Catholic
Catb:>lic college
Secular college

50
35

58
40

I & II(l)
II(2&.3)

Protestant

36

41

(22)

9

27

(22)

38

47

(128)

Jewish

Percentage of Total

Physicians 1 66 & •68

.51

N

(64)
(20)

(257)

Ca.tb:>lics from Catholic colleges showed the highest percentage of
disagreement with tha statement of Table llJ on retest their disagreemant was

slightly higher than that of the pbl'sicians.

Catholics from secular colleges

and. Protestants were somewhat lower, and Jewish students lowest, in

disagreement.

On the following five statements, which elicited fewer differences

between groups, the response considered favorable by the investigator tended to
be stronger in the students than in the plzy"sicians.

27 .
STATEMENT:

An adult patient can make some satisfactory adjustment to the
present possibili1¥ of his death.

Of all 128 students, 93 percent agreed at test and 98 percent at retest,
as compared with

94 percent

of peysicians. At retest, a.greenent of the

students was all1'108t unanimous.

Catholics bad also agreed almost unanimously at

first test, while Protestant students rose from 82 and Jewish students from 81

percent agreement, changes consistent in both medical schools.
STATEMENT:

The subject of death, if discussed at all with patients, should be
lett in the bands of priests, ministers, rabbis, and psychiatrists.

Total student disagreement increased from 83 to 91 percent, somewhat
higher than the

87 percent for pl\vsicians. Groupe were on the same level at

first test, but in both scb:>ols Protestant and Jewish groups rose to almost
unanimous disagreement, while under 90 percent of Catholics disagreed at retest.

STATEMENT:

Dealing directly with a patient's feelings about death ie to be
avoided.

Disagreement increased in both schools, rising for the total from 73 to
percent.

!lei change we.s

94

seen in Catholic students who bad attended secular

colleges, those from Catholic high schools remaining at 70 and those from
secular high schools at 90 percmt disagreement.

Catholics from Catholic

colleges, Protestant students, and Jewifb students disagreed al.moat unanimously'
t retest.

In both schools the least change was seen in Protestants (from 86

rcent) and the greatest change in Jewish students (from 57 percent).

57 p}\V'sicians, only 76 percent had disagreed.

Of the

28
STA'l'EMENT:

A custom of never informing patients about the seriousness of their
illness and of avoiding discussion of death is professionally wrong
for the doctor.

Students agreed 91 percent at first test and 88 percEll t at retest.

Of the

257 p}\ysicians, 86 percent had agreed with this statmnent.
STATEM»lT:

Children should be protected from the thought of death.

At both test and retest every student group disagreed more than the
pqysicians, percentages increasing from

79 to 85 tor the total, as compared

with 60 percent of peysicians.

Cb the following two statements, which also elicited fewer group
differences, the response considered favorable by the investigator tended to be
somewhat weaker in students than in p}\yllicians.
S'l'ATEMIUlls

Tm doctor must keep hoping for the cancer patient's recovery until
the patient dies.

At both test and retest a little over half the students in School B
dis.agreed with this statement.

In School A, however, only a third disagreed at

first test and only a fourth at retest.
notable difference between groups.
disagreed.

Within each school there was no

Of the

257 physicians, h8 percent had

Of the stment total, 42 percent disagreed at first test and )8

percent at retest.
STATEMENT:

Man may someday control by science the genetic factor that causes
death.

Protestant and Jewish students in School A showed the greatest increase in
disagreement with this statement, raising total percentage for Protestant
students from

45

to

59 and for Jewish students from 4.3 to 54. Test-retest

29
percentages of Catholics were surp.ris~ly lower,
Catholic colleges,

45

and

3S

41

and

48

for those from

for those from secu1ar colleges.

257

Of the

physicians, 60 percent had disagreed with this sta.te:rrent.

The above data show that at retest studaits were almost unanimus in the
following opinionst

(1) that an adult patient can adjust to the present

possibility of his death; (2) that the subject of death should not be left to
priests, ministers, rabbis, and psychiatrists; and (3) that dealing directly
with a patient's feelings about death need not be avoided.

1'le first result

represents a substantial change in Protestant and Jewish students

or

both

medical schools, while Catholic students had held this opinion al.most
unanimousl7 a.a freshmen.

The second result represents a change in both schools

in all religious groups, who were equal in opinion as freshmen; h:>wever, while
Protestant and Jewish students rose to unanimity in this opinion, under 90

percait of Catholic students held it at retest.

The third result represents a

great change in Jewish students, a much snaller change in Catholics from
Catholic colleges, and the least change in Protestants; Catholics from secular
colleges, averaging at first test between those from Catholic colleges and

Protestants, did not change toward unanim11U.

These three opinions were held

respectively by 94, 87 1 and 76 percent of p}\Teicians; the corresponding near}T
unanimous student percentages are 98, 91, and 94.
According to t ha above data, test groups did not. differ on the following
opinions:

( 1) that a custom of never in.forming patients about the seriousness

of their illness and of avoiding discussion of death is professionally wrong;
and (2) that children need not be protected from the thought of death.

The

first opinion was held by 86 percent of p\vsiciana, am by 91 percent of
l!ltudents at first test and 88 percent at retest.

The secom opinion was held

by only 60 percent of p}\ysicians, while for students it rose from 79 to

as

percent.
Differences between religious groups were shown on the following opinions s
(1) that a person realizing death is near can maintain mental well-being

(Table 8); and (2) that a cancer patient may consider himself fortunate to have
time to prepare for death (Table 9).

The first opinion all groups except

Catholics from secular colleges held mre stro!'lgly on the retest than the
pl\fsicians, percentage for the total student group being
for pl\fsicians.

84 as compared to 77

While this result represents a considerable change in Jewish

students, Catholics from Catholic colleges and Protestants held this opinion
far mre strongly than the others on both test and retest.

The second opinion

s held much more strongly by- Catholic than by Protestant and Jewi'*1 students.
With the exception of those from Catholic colleges who considered religion of

only sone importance, who held this opinion just a little more than nonCatholics, three fourths of Catholics held it, two thirds of physicians, and a
little over ha.1.f ot Protestant. and Jewish students.
A statement intended to endorse extraordinary means of prolotging lit' e
(Table 10) brought increased disapproval by all student groups, although not tic
the level of the

S7 percent disagreement

by pl\Ysicians.

Catholics rose

to

bout half disagreement, Protestants to a substan ti.ally lower, and Jewish
students to a still lower percentage. A similar pattern of increased
agreement by all groups was seen on tba statement that a patient requiru
hope of recovery in this life (Table 11).

Of Catholics from Catholic colleges,
rcent disa reeuent of the

Jl
physicians 1 while disagreement of Catholics from secular colleges and of
Protestants was substantially lower, and tmt of Jewish students very low.
Sohool differences were found in responses to three statements.

In

School B a little over half ttB students, at both test and retest, disagreed
that the doctor must keep hoping for the cancer patient's recovery until the
patient dies.

Thie disagreement had been expressed by

48

percent of pl\rsicians,

However, while there was no group difference within either school, only a third
in School A disagreed at first test and only a fourth at retest.

Cil

the other

hand, Protestant and Jewish students in School A 111howed the greatest increase
in disagreement that man may someday control by science the genetic factor that

causes death, resulting in increases of total Protestant disagreement from 48

to 59

and of total Jewish disagreement from

60 percent bad disagreed.
changed from
percent.

41 to 48

Cil the

4.3

to

54 percent.

Of pqyaioiane,

For Catholics from Catholic colleges, disagreement

percen tJ for those from secular colleges, from

4S

to

.3S

statement intended to endorse extraordinary means of

prolonging life (Table 10) 1 ttB School A group from Catholic colleges who
considered religion

9 to 73 percent.

or

only some importance had increased its disagreenent from

CHAPTER IV
SUMMA.RY Ali>

CONCLU~IONS

'?his thesis analyzed responses of 128 students of tts 1971 classes of two

midwestern Catholic medical schools to Cancer Attitude Purvey Factor III, an
opinion scale exploring beliefs about death and immortality. Variances were
observed among Catholics of differing educational backgrounds, Protestants, and

Jews as to scale scores and changes from freshman orientation in fall, 1967 1 to
spring of sophomore year, 1969.

Other attitudinal and background information

on these students was incorporated into thl study.

In view of American

sooiet:y•s tendency to d.en7 or avoid the fact of death as an individual human

experience, the investigator hoped to gain insight into som bases of mdical
students• opinions.

The Clr:i8tian Tictol'J' over death, expected to influence

studente who chose a Catholic medical school, was a premise

or

this

investigation.
The student entering nedical school brings with him his significant past

experiences and his reactions to them.

These, h:ls individual personal dignity,

and bis resultant unique personali't1" make his medical education different from

that of the next student.

Both may acquire the same technical skille, but when

and how ea.oh applies these will depend on how effectively he acts with the

whole of his own unique past.

His progress in medicine 1 like t.hl progress ot

the medical profession itself 1 will depend on application of old relationships

to new situations.

If the old relationship that comes to mind in a particular
19

.33
clinical situation is colored by a strild.ng episode tm. t bas left a deep
impression in his personal!ty, it may help or hinder his ef f eetivene ss in that

situation.
A presumption in our American culture is that the patient's peysical
problem can be solved by the peysician 1 s application of scientific method. 2S
If a patient is not cured, tte spoken inference often is simply that p}\y'sicians
should know mare--thll implication being that, i f they' did. 1 there wuld be no
chronic illness and no death.

In one study a group of sophomore medical students expressed satisfaction

that the problem of death could be narrowed down to keeping the taart beating,
the lungB breathing, and the brain unharmed.

of these stuients the uncertainties

Experience soon revealed to some

surroun~

death and pl\vsicians'

limitations of knowledge and lack of control over death. 26
Responses to one statement in this present study revealed strikingly to
the investigator how a scientific orientation can cause man to make presumptions

contrary even to experience of his own nature.

'l'be CAS statement •Man mq-

somedq control by science the genetic factor that causes death" was intended
/

a clumsil1' masked reference to the di8 order in man' e nature due to his
g1nal disobedience to God.
as well a.a good, he chose

When man in his pride chose

to experience evil ·

tor his inheritance the p}\y8ical consequences of this

buse of freedo:m--injury, illness, and death.

Ps;ycbiatrists have observed that

25a_en~e

c. Fox, "Training for Uncertaintf' 1 " The Student-Pl\y!ician:
Studies in the Sociolo ot Medical Education, ed. by Robert l.
erton, George G. Reader,
Patricia L. lend.all Cambridge,
• T
niversity Press, 19)7), P• 208.
<(...vJ\5 OW~~
troduc

26Ibid.# PP• 216-7.

.....;
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man in his unconscious perceives himself as immortal and death as a malicious
intervention from outside associated with a bad act calling for punisbment. 27
Divine revelation is in complete accord with this observation,

Man shif'ted the

blame t.o woman, and woman to the serpent,; but man brought death upon himself,

and it has never see•d proper to him since.

That is because God. never

intended death for manJ it is not in accord with his spiritual nature, made in

tta image and likeness of God, capable of knowing universals that transcend
time and space.

Thie doctrine of man's fall f'rom original justice, then, while

a matter of tai th, comes as no surprise to human reason.

It is obVious to all

men, and certainl.T no less to the pl\vsician, that all is not as it should be in
the

nature

or

man.

Frequently it is observed tta t a child views death as impermanent. 28

Perhaps this 18 because a child is more receptive to God's poetr,y in nature
than to science.

To the mature Christian, also, nature's autumn death and

spring rebirth are Calvary and Resurrection.

It is in Christ that ma.n's

integrity is restored and the Creator reveals what He has in mind for all men

from thlt beginning.

Onl.T this

mystery can satisfy the fact that man sees no

upper limit to himself.
Perhaps any statJement beginning •Man my somec:iq" should not have been
expected to be read. through before eliciting agreement.

In any case, it was

surprising that fewer than half of Oatb.olic students disagreed, while

Protestant and Jewish students, especially in School A. 1 approached the 60

27Elisabetb I. Ross, On Death and

1969), P• ~.
28 Ibid.,

P• ).

Dzi.nc

(Rew Yorke

Macmillan Compaey,
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rcent disagreement of the doctors.

Unless this result should be attributed to

he poor quality of the statement, it may be inferred tha.t Catholic students

re not immune from a modemism which can hold one opinion by faith and its
pposite by science.

Catholic students did seem more conaemed with a patient's

ed to prepare for death.

They also seemed to oppose more strongly' than

otestant students, and still more mtrongly than Jewish students, the tendency
prolong death and the idea tba.t a patient requires hope of recovery in t;1i8

Of the 128

subjects, 84 were Catholic, 22 Protestant, and 22 Jewish.

ligion was admitted to be of very much. importance in a person's lite by SB
rcent of Catholic,

ubjects.

Between

4

41

percEl'lt of Protest.ant, and 27 percent of Jewiah

a.rd.

S percent of Catholic or Protestant subjects

and

14

cent of Jewish subjects perceived religion as of only a little importance.
There was no evidence of difference between the two nedical schools in
yses of variance on the opinion scale, and only in

tm large Catholic group

ould a significant change be observed from test to retest.

While remaining

igniticantly highest of the religious groups on belief in personal immrtality
d in acceptance of and preparation for death, Catholic students tended to be

mewhat less positive in this belief as sophomores than as fresbmEl'l.
Catholics from Catholic colleges who perceived religion as very important
tested on Factor III far Btronger belief in personal immortality and in
cceptance of and preparation for death than Catholics who perceived religion a
t only so11e importance or who had attenied secular colleges.

There was no

vid.enoe that attE11dance at Catholic high school made a difference in Factor II
esulte of Catholics from secular colleges.

36
Prot.estants scored similarly on Factor III to Catholics from Catholic
colleges who considered religion of only some importance--very significantly

lower than tB:>se w\'¥> considered it very important.

Jewish students scored yet

very significantly lower than Protestants, manifesting disbelief in personal
immortality and in acceptance of and preparation far death.

Jewish students changed most to reach the level

or

Catholics and

Protestants in support of openness to dealing with death and recognizing a
pa tient•s ability to do so.

While in the same direction Protestant students

showed more change than Catholics on the separate statements, on two statements

upholding patients• inner resources the.r were consistentJ.y high on both first
test

am.

retest.

Especially on the retest, students expressed stronger belief than doctors
in tta need to approach the subject of death.

Whether this represents a

difference between generations, or whether the students will change in the
direction of ttB doctors, remains to be seen.

Dr. Ross observed that medical

students were most cooperative in her study with dying patients, while the
pb;rsicians in training seemed less ready to become involved the farther along
they were in their training.

29

Yolmg physicians with meaningful personal

experiences related to death were cooperative, as were some older pl:\YBicians
with realistic attitudea. 30
The renective pb;y'8ician will regard death as a ll'\f8tery of his

01iD.

and the

patient's being rather than as a frustration of hU own and the patient's
function.

The Calvinist influence in our society suggests that work, active

29 Ibid., P• 218•
.30'Ibid.• D. 219.
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maeteey of a situation, is the measure of a man's worth.31 As a result, both
doctor and patient feel compelled to produce according to what trey think
others demand from than.

Beyond his response to the functional demands made

upon him.1 the refiective doctor will respond to an inner demand to transcend
the present situation and his function in it.

He will be unwilling to limit

himself to the definition "doctor," since what he is is greater than what lB
does.
In the doctor-patient relationship, spiritual values are implicit in what

is said, in what is not said, in wlB.t is done, in what is not done.

The

essential trust exerts a mutual influence, since experience of truth deepens
realizations in both.
too is transcendent.
static.

32

Hope is necessa.r,y, but not necessarily

ot recovery; hope

The dying person is a living person, dynamic rather than

Tm patient's present real situation is his opportunity for

effective living.

Some terminal patients freed from fighting fer physical

survival have been drawn closer to others by accepting death.

Dying can be an

33

integrative experience in which long-rel t problems are solved for the patient.

Unlike the angal., man has his being a little at a time and reaches bis totality
only at dea. th.
()le may

object that a society rapidly descending to destruc ti.on on the

slippery rungs of contraception, abortion, and euthanasia bad better not be
confront.ed with affirmation of a man's right to die.

However, it follows

.31'rhomas lilduff, "Work, Leisure and Contemplation," Spiritual Life, XVI
(Fall, 1970), PP• 187-8.
)!Joseph c. Zinker and Stephen L. Fink, "The Possibility for Psychological
Growtb in a Dying Person," Journal of General Psycholos:t;, LIXIV (April, 1966),

P• 196.
33Thin

...

io7
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paradoxically that a society with so little regard tor the :mystery of being
will have no regard for the mystery of dying.

And it is only by accepting the

death sentence he has brought upon himself that man can fi?xt the life he is
intended for.

Dedicated to life, the responsible

p~ician

recognizes the

limits of his profession and, to make death itself bearable, withdraws adjuvant
therapy when it is no longer effeotive.34
The Factor III statement recommending "detachment from the things of this

worldtt had low stimulus weight.
Vatican

n,

It sounds more like Thomas

l lempts

which emphasized the basic goodness of the world.

than like

Thia implies no

contradicticn, however, for if the world were not good and attractive there

would be no need to detach oneself trom it. As it is, death requires this
detactaent and wisdom anticipates it.
patient at the final etage

existence

withou~

or

Dr. Roes describes such detachment in a

acceptance.JS

This stage, described a.e an

fear and despair, she observed in tbe majority of patients

at death.3 6
!£ the instrument of this study can be considered a measure of intrinsic
faith, then Catholic college education wae a mOIS\ e£!ective influence in

Catholic medioal students.

Catholic high-school edtication. when followed by

attendance at secular college, was observed to be less effective.

It was

evident from all results that, despite so118 current theological assumptio111 to
the contrazy, religion is meaningful to the believer in proportion as it solves

lhc.

Everett loop, 1tThe Death of a Child," Bulletin
College of Sur2eons, LU (.lug., 1967}, P• 174.

l5aoss, op. citi 1 p. 102.
J6Ibid., P• 106.

or

the Amrican

the problem of death.

True presence of the Risen Christ in

t~

Eucharist is a

Catholic's tangible assurance of his own resurrection from the dead.

While belief in personal immortality should 1r,ean that these medical
students have a positive attitude toward death, it unfortunately may not
guarantee their positive attitude toward the dying.

Accomplishment of the

desired effect in a dying patient is mare dependent on thl doctor's sensitivity
and positive approach to the patient's dynamics than on his own religiows
orientation.

Openness to tm potential of the patient a.pparan tJ.y does not

depend on content of belief .37

In thie particular clinical si tuati.on, as God.' s

instrument, any doctor can resemble Him by becoming somewhat more artist than

scientist, more poet than mechanic.
PoRitive changes on some responses by Protestant and Jewish subjects did
seem to reflect the environment of a Catholic medical school.

No breakdown was

available on Protestant or Jewish denominations in this study, nor would the
small number in each group have permitted consideration of these.

Results

should be compared with those ot students participating in. the Camer Attitude

survey at secular medical schools.

Choice of a Catholic nedical school ll8J'

well define a population of Protestant and Jewish students as well as of

Catholics.
The senior 'retest in spr:tng, 19711 will reveal more a.bout the nature of

tte changes observed in this stud¥.

Ot particular concern will be whether

belief in life after death continues to decrease in Catholic :medical students.

With increasing orientation to the mysteries

or

life and death, science and

37zsabel R. Juan, Jean F. Gagan, and Harold B. Haley, "Dogmatism and
Attitude Dif.f'erenees in Medical ~tudents,tt Journal of Medical Education, XLlV
(Auir. • 1969). t>.
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faith complement each other more and more.

If to some ttey seem apparent

rivals, it is only because man made h.im8elf a paradox by originally rejecting
his own creaturehood.

The more now he recognizes the •stery of that basic

dependence on God, the greater his human and divine potential in ChristJ the
more empt;y he becomes, the more f'ullJ finally, reduced to nothing in death,
be becomes everything.
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DIRECTIONS

In determining how doctors develop the attitudes they hold, opinions at
every level of education and experience are needed. Your opinion at your
present stage of experience is important. On the following pages are
statements that have been made by practicing physicians, medical
students, and other persons. Some of these statements may not apply to
you directly, but where you have any opinion at all please indicate it
according to the following instructions.
To the right of each statement is a series of squares:
AGREE

DISAGREE
?

NEUTRAL

I -4 I - 3 I -2 I - 1 I

0

I +l I +2 1+3 I +4 1

DECIDE FIRST WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE
STATEMENT.
If you AGREE, check +1, +2, +3, or +4 according to your degree
of agreement, +4 indicating strongest and +1 mildest agreement.
If you DISAGREE, check -1, -2, -3, or -4 according to your
degree of disagreement, -4 indicating strongest and -1 mildest
disagreement.

Use squares

+4

and

-4

only if you agree or disagree ABSOLUTELY.

Try to make a choice of agreement or disagreement for every statement,
but if this is impossible check the 0 square.
It is very important to the study that you do not omit any item. There
are no right or wrong answers, so answer according to your opinion.
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r

DISAGREE

AGREE

?
NEUTRAL
1. Complete history and physical is usually unnecessary in everyday practice.

I -4 I -3 I -2 I -1 I 0 I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 I

2. Any psychological stress on a patient should be
avoided.

1-41-31-2

I -1 1 o I +1 1 +21 +31 +4 I

3. Proctoscopic examinations should be required in
routine physical examinations despite their
difficulty for the doctor and discomfort for the
patient.
4. A man can be happily reconciled to belief in his
own nonexistence after death.

I -4 I -3 I -2 I -1 I 0 I +1 I +2 I +3 I +4 I

5. Pelvic exenteration is such a mutilating procedure
and has such a low cure rate that there is very
little indication for its use.

I -4 I -3 I - 2 I -1 I 0

6. Knowledge of a dreaded prognosis is detrimental
to the patient.

I -4 I -3 I -2 I -1 I 0 I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 I

7. The smaller the cancer, the better the chances are
for cure.

1-41-31 -2

I -1 1 o 1 +1 I +21 +3 I +4 I

8. The dying patient has to be kept happy since he has
nothing to look forward to.

1-41-31-2

I -1 1 o I +1 1 +2 I +3 1+4 I

9. Too often doctors are so busy working with sick
people that they can't be expected to do screening
procedures and routine complete physical examinations on all who walk into their offices.

I - 4 I - 3 I - 2 I - 1 I O I +1 I +2 I +3 I ~4 I

I +l I+2 I +3 I +4 I

I I I I I I I

10. The harmful reaction of a patient to the news he has 1-41-31-2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4
cancer usually overshadows the good of his being told. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

I I

11. The doctor doesn't have time to communicate much
with his patients.

1-41-31 -2 j -1 O +1 j +2
.
.
.
.
.
.

12. A person's immortality consists in lingering on in
some way through material goods, example,
reputation, offspring.

J

13. Only some cancer patients should be treated
aggressively.

1-41-31 -21-1 O +1
.
.
.
.
.
.

-4 j -31 -21 -1

I 0 I +1 I +2

I+3 I+4 I
I

I

j
+3

+4

I I I +21 +3 I +4 I

14. Since it is hard enough to do a good job on the cancer,
it is not wise to risk having to deal with a depressed 1-41 -31 -2 j -1
patient by telling him his diagnosis.

I 0 I +1 j +2 I +3 I +4

I

15. Some doctors are so pessimistic about the outlook
for cancer patients that they subconsciously avoid
making diagnoses of cancer.

I -4 I -3 I -2 I -1 I 0 I +l I +2 1+3 I +4 I

16. There is a possibility of ? beautiful death for the
cancer patient.

1-41 -31-2

I

I -1 I o I +1 I +2 I +3 I +4 I
ACORN 2930

r

DISAGREE

AGREE
?

NEUTRAL
17. Every person should have a complete physical
check-up annually.

1-41-31-2 -1

18. The patient would be psychologically damaged by
knowing of his incurable cancer.

I -4 I - 3 I - 2 I - 1 I 0 I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 I

19. A physician can be so discouraged by the low
cure rate of cancer that he will not feel the need
to do routine "cancer tests," especially when
he is so busy working with sick people.

1-4 1-3 1-2 I -1

I o I +1 1+2 I +3 I +4 I

1-4 1-3 1-2 I -1

I

J

I o I +1 I +2 I +3

J

+4

I

20. Those patients who are terminal and have not
realized it should be told so that they can prepare
spiritually for death.
21. Aggressive treatment of cancer frequently subjects
the patient to illness, pain, and expense without
much actual benefit to him.

22. The cancer patient may consider himself fortunate
to have time to prepare for death rather than having
to face it suddenly.
23. The subject of death, if discussed at all with
patients, should be left in the hands of priests,
ministers, rabbis, and psychiatrists.

o

1+1 1+2 1+3 1 +4 1

24. By detachment from the things of this world a
person can have a more real and effective relationship with others and a readiness for death.
25. Patients with cancers of low five-year survivals
(e.g., esophagus, lung, stomach, pancreas) are not
improved by aggressive treatment.

J

-41-3 -21-1 1 0
J

I +1 I +2

J

+3 I +4

I

26. A patient generally deteriorates if he knows he
has cancer.

1-41-3 I -2 -1

I 0 I +1 I +2 I +3 I +4 I

27. Therapeutic attempts to control a cancer's progress
should continue for as long as the patient can be
kept alive.

1-41-3 J -2 I -1

I 0 I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 I

28. A person should live out his life without concerning
himself that death will come.

J

-41-31-2 I -1

I 0 I +1 I +2

29. Radical surgery for cancer is rarely indicated in
patients over 70 years of age.

1-41-3 I -2 I -1

I 0 I +1 I +21

30. A patient will not do well unless he has hope of
recovery from illness in this life.

I-4 I -3 I - 2 I - 1 I 0 I +1 I +2

31. Children should be protected from the thought of
death.

I - 4 I - 3 I - 2 I - 1 I 0 I +l I +2 1+3 1+4 I

32. To be realistic a man has to accept that he cannot
exist after death.

1

J

J

-41-3 -2 -1
J

J

J

J

+3 +4
J

+3

I

I +4 I

+3 I +4

I

I 0 l +l I +2 1+3 I +4 I
A CORN 2930

r

DISAGREE

33. Obtaining routine Pap smears is more the
patient's responsibility than the doctor's.

AGREE

?
NEUTRAL
I - 4 I -3 I -2 I - 1 I o I +1

I +21

+31 +41

34. Experience shows that, since cancer patients
who say they want to know their condition have
adverse reactions to knowing, patients do not
really want to know they have cancer.

1- 4 1-3 1 - 2

I - 1 I o I +1 I +21 +31

35. In patients with prostatic cancer the results of
estrogen therapy are so good that if side effects
occur they should be disregarded.

1- 4 1 - 3 I -2

I -1 I

36. Man may someday control by science the genetic
factor that causes death.

1- 4

37. No one who realizes he is going to die in the near
future can remain in a state of mental well-being.

1-4 1-3 1-2 I -1 I 0 I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 1

38. X-ray therapy gives significant relief of pain
caused by metastatic bone tumors.

1-4 1-3 1-2 I -1 I 0 I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 1

39. Anxiety in cancer is relieved when physical pain
is relieved.

1-4 1-3 I -2 I - 1 I

0

I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 1

40. Dealing directly with a patient's feelings about
death is to be avoided.

1- 4

1-3 1-2 I - 1 I

0

I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 1

41. The choice of radical procedures in treatment of
tancer can be decided on the basis of statistics.

1- 4

1-3 1-2 I - 1 I

0

I +1 I +2 I +3 I +4 I

42. If presence of cancer seems likely, it is usually
wise to tell the patient of this possibility.

1- 4

1-3 1-2 I - 1 I

0

I +1 I +2 I +3 I +4 I

43. Doctors' attitudes are influenced more by personal
experience with a few cases than by statistics and
generalizations.

1-41-31 -2 I -1

44. Trying to communicate with relatives of an incurable
cancer patient can take a lot of the doctor's energy
that should be spent in trying to cure the patient.

I -4 I - 3 I -2 I - 1 I

0

I +l I +2 1+3 I +4 1

45. It is better not to use the word CANCER when
answering a cancer patient about his condition.

I -4 I -3 I -2 I - 1 I

0

I +l I +2 I +3 1 +4 1

46. Amputation of an extremity may be well tolerated
physically but is frequently psychologically
crippling.

1- 4 1-3 1 - 2

I -1 I

0

I +l I +2 I +3 I +4 1

47. An adult patient can make some satisfactory adjustment to the present possibility of his death.

1-41

I -1 I

0

I +l I +2

48. The doctor must keep hoping for the cancer patient's
recovery until the patient dies.

1-4 1-3 1-2 I -1 I

0

I +l I +2 1+3 I +4 1

49. In most cases the course and fate of cancer is
unchanged by the doctor's intervention.

1-41 -31 -2 I -1 I 0

I - 3 I -2 I - 1 I

-31

-2

+41

0 I +l I +2 1 +3 I +4 1
0

I +l I +2 1+3 I +4 1

I o 1 +1 I +2

1+31 +41

1 +3 I +4 1

I +1 I +21 +31

+41
ACORN 2930

r

DISAGREE

AGREE
?

50. A custom of never informing patients about the
seriousness of their illness and of avoiding
discussion of death is professionally wrong for
the doctor.

NEUTRAL

51. The doctor who withholds a patient's diagnosis
from him does so because he has been severely
struck by the bad effect of telling that diagnosis
to other patients.
52. In only a minority of cases is loss of a breast a
major psychological problem to the patient.
Below are some incomplete sentences. Please complete them with the first thought that comes to
your mind.

S4. Since the doctor can perform screening procedures on hundreds of patients without discovering

SS. As an attempt to cure some cancer patients, mutilative surgery _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S6. Dealing with cancer patients affects most physicians by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S7. Check which statement is more true:

a. Cancers of poor prognosis (e.g., lung and stomach)
metastasize so early that any diagnoses are too late.
b. For cancers of poor prognosis (e.g., lung and stomach)
great efforts should be made to make early diagnoses
before they have spread.

S8. The increasing use of insecticides, food additives, and other potent chemicals _ _ _ _ _ __

S9. The general practitioner _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

60. The specialist - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

r
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